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          8th April, 2019 

 
 
 
FIA arrests four, seizes currency in crackdown on dollar hoarding 
LAHORE/RAWALPINDI: The Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) on Sunday arrested four people in 
Lahore and Islamabad and seized foreign currency worth more than Rs40m in a crackdown on dollar 
hoarding and speculative currency trade. 
 
The action was taken in line with the government`s drive against dollar hoarding, money laundering, 
hawala/hundi and illegal speculation regarding devaluation of Pakistani currency. 
 
According to a news release, FIA Punjab Zone-I Lahore director Muhammad Waqar Abbasi directed the 
authorities to take strict action against those involvedin this heinous crime. 
 
As per the government, dollars were hoarded to make rupee weaker in market and the action had caused 
artificial demand of dollar and an increase its rate artificially. 
 
The FIA Punjab zone had constituted six different teams, comprising assistant directors, including Rana 
Shahwaz, Tariq Masood, Ajmal Sadiq Sindhu, Haji Ameen, Malik Shiraz, inspectors Nayyar Tirmzi, 
Haroon Malik, Javaid Sultan, Altaf Wattoo, Rana Faisal, Osama Mumtaz and Shahid, M Imtiaz and sub-
inspectors Riaz Butt, Malik Ghulam Rasool and Mirza Khizar. They conducted raids simultaneously at all 
money exchanges in different areas of Lahoreandinspectedtheirrecords. 
 
The teams took currency worthmillions of rupees into possession from DD Exchange in the city, arrested 
three people, identified as Hassan, Ghulam Ghaus and Omar Dar, and registered cases against their two 
branches. 
 
The teams have also started further investigation. 
 
The FIA action decreased rate of dollar in the open market and it would continue till the end of dollar 
hoarding. 
 
Information Minister Fawad Chaudhry, a couple of days back, had announced on Twitter that `a full-fledged 
operation against dollar hoarding and speculative currency trade` would be launched by the FIA as panic had 
started appearing in foreign currency markets after the dollar rate reached Rs148 in open trading on 
Friday.According to our reporter in Rawalpindi, an FIA team conducted similar raids against dollar hoarding 
in Islamabad. The first raid was conducted at TT&DD Currency Exchange in Aneeg Archade I-8 Markaz, 
Islamabad, that was dealing in foreign exchange without licence from the State Bank of Pakistan. 
 
The sources said the FIA team also recovered Rs40,61,250,UAE Dirham 33,295, USD3,800, pound sterling 
2,500, AUD300, Qatri Riyals300, Euro 1,805and Saudi Riyals 1,610. 
 
The FIA team arrested Shahnawaz Khan and confiscated receipts, record registers and computer being used 
in illegal sale purchase of foreign currency. An FIR was registered against him under relevant sections of the 
law. 
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